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This article introduces the design, construction and applications of planar resonant devices for particle 
and cell manipulation.  These systems rely on the pistonic action of a piezoelectric layer to generate a one 
dimensional axial variation in acoustic pressure through a system of acoustically tuned layers.  The 
resulting acoustic standing wave is dominated by planar variations in pressure causing particles to migrate 
to planar pressure nodes (or antinodes depending on particle and fluid properties).  The consequences of 10 
lateral variations in the fields are discussed, and rules for designing resonators with high energy density 
within the appropriate layer for a given drive voltage presented.

Introduction 
There is a need to manipulate micron-scale particles and cells in many areas of physics, analytical chemistry and the biosciences.  
Techniques such as filtration, centrifugation and sedimentation are well-established in macro-scale applications, but in microfluidic 15 
systems the use of other approaches including optical, magnetic, dielectrophoretic and acoustic forces are of interest. Acoustic radiation 
forces, typically at ultrasonic frequencies in the hundreds of kHz to tens of MHz region, have wavelengths that are well matched to 
microfluidic channel scales, yet are capable of generating potential wells with significantly larger length scales. The technology is also 
relatively straightforward to integrate within microfluidic systems. 
Acoustic radiation forces 20 
Acoustic radiation forces can be generated on particles by both travelling and standing acoustic fields. Those in standing wave fields (of 
primary interest in the applications considered here) are generated by the nonlinear interaction between the acoustic field scattered by the 
particle and the standing wave field itself.   The time averaged radiation force ( )F r
 
on a small (in comparison with a wavelength) 
spherical particle of volume V located at r within a stationary acoustic field was shown by Gor’kov1 to relate to the gradients of the time 
averaged kinetic and potential energy densities ( kinE and potE respectively) within the field:   25 
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 The kinetic energy density gradient (a function of the acoustic velocity field within the standing wave) is weighted by a function of the 
densities ( p and f ) of the particle and the surrounding fluid respectively. The potential energy density gradient (a function of the 
acoustic pressure within the standing wave) is weighted by a function of the compressibilities ( p and f ) of the particle and the 
surrounding fluid.  Most particles and cells of interest are denser and less compressible than typical suspending fluid, so there is a force 30 
on them that tends to move them to the acoustic pressure node, and the acoustic velocity antinode.  In a planar resonator these are co-
located. 
Generating the required acoustic field 
Many approaches to generating the required acoustic wave field have been reported in the literature. These include the use of near-field 
effects 2 or focussed ultrasound 3, 4 to trap particles and cells, the excitation of lateral standing waves in which the predominant energy 35 
gradients run parallel to the face of the excitation transducer5, 6, and the generation of cylindrical resonances to focus7 or arrange 
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particles8.  Particles can be held and moved within standing waves excited by plate waves coupled into the containing fluid 9, 10 and there 
is currently significant interest in the use of surface acoustic waves 11-13 or interface waves14 to provide acoustic energy within 
microfluidic channels. 
 The most straightforward approach to establish a standing wave, however, is to use a planar, layered resonant device which, to a first 
approximation, establishes a one dimensional resonance pattern along the axis of the outgoing and returning acoustic field 15-17. A 5 
number of investigators have employed a planar design incorporating pairs of opposing transducers to modulate the standing wave field 
18, 19, but this paper focuses on planar systems with a single transducer. 
 
Modelling of planar resonators  
For the purposes of obtaining insight into device operation, and to provide high efficiency numerical formulations to enable parameter 10 
space exploration for device design, a planar resonator can be approximated as a 1D device. Fig. 1 shows a typical configuration 
composed of a sequence of different layers.  The piezoelectric transducer couples acoustic energy into a carrier layer. The carrier layer is 
also sometimes described as a matching layer.  In the context of travelling waves the function of a matching layer is to couple energy 
more efficiently into subsequent layers, however in the case of a resonant system the role of this layer is less straightforward, and such 
tuning can also be accomplished by suitable choice of the other layers (as demonstrated below).  In this case the function of the carrier 15 
layer may be more structural, or to isolate the transducer from the fluid layer. The fluid layer is the region in which the particle 
manipulation is to occur, and the reflector layer serves to reflect energy back into the device, and hence maintain strongly resonant 
operation.  At both ends of the device the layers are usually backed by air.  The glue layer used to bond the transducer to carrier layers 
can also have a significant effect on device operation, especially in the quarter-wave devices described below. 
 The sequence of layers after the transducer can be modelled using an approximation of 1D linear acoustic propagation through the 20 
layers, and models have been described in a variety of forms17, 20, 21,. Aside from varying degrees of accuracy in the transducer 
representation (see below), the approaches such as the “transfer impedance”, “transfer matrix”, and “equivalent circuit models” are all 
mathematically similar.  These models typically consider the system of layers as analogous to a set of electrical transmission lines.  For 
an excellent discussion of one dimensional modelling for the design of resonators of multiple wavelengths in size, readers are referred to 
the series of papers by Gröschl15, 22.  A worked example can be found in part 2 of this series23. 25 
 The representation of the transducer driving the layers can be a simple forcing function at the carrier layer boundary. However this 
ignores the coupling between the finite impedance transducer and the remainder of the resonator.  It is more physically accurate to use a 
representation such as the Mason model (or the commonly used KLM model).  These use an equivalent circuit to model the electro-
acoustic response of a thickness mode resonance in a piezoelectric plate (other types of resonance mode can also be represented with 
alternative model parameters).  The Mason model configuration is presented in Fig. 2; the values of the parameters can be found 30 
elsewhere24.  The Mason model is derived from the constitutive piezoelectric relations described in part 4 of this tutorial series25.  The 
KLM model26 was developed as an easier-to-use alternative to the Mason model;  its layout is similar, but incorporates a transmission 
line in place of ZT, and reduces the number of components.  It has been shown to produce similar results to the Mason model under 
typical boundary conditions if care is taken to apply complex loss values consistently24. However comparing the response of the two 
models to an electrical impulse, a time-delay is seen in the output of the KLM model as the impulse propagates through the transmission 35 
line. Having deduced the pressure distribution within the fluid layer, equation (1) above can be used to predict the radiation force on 
particles in the resonant field. 
 An alternative method for predicting device performance is to use a finite element analysis (FEA) package such as ANSYS or 
COMSOL to represent the various layers, and solve the resulting linear equations27-29.  These packages are able to model the 
piezoelectric interactions using the full constitutive relations25, and couple the resulting acoustic field into a detailed structural model of 40 
the device components.  Once again, by including equation (1) above in a post-solution step, it is possible to create an FEA model that 
predicts radiation forces from the geometry, electrical drive and material properties. 
 By using suitable symmetry conditions a 1D model can be created; Fig. 3 compares the transfer impedance model with a KLM 
transducer representation to an ANSYS FEA model for a typical quarter-wave configuration (presented elsewhere30), and shows good 
agreement.  Small inconsistencies are to be expected due the differences in the ways the models implement the damping and transducer 45 
representation. 
 The 1D approach is an approximation that ignores the effect of lateral resonances within the various layers, plate waves, surface 
waves, and edge effects.  In practice, significant departures can be seen from the ideal31 and this can be observed in Fig. 4, which uses an 
ANSYS FEA model to predict the field in a silicon microfabricated filtration device27 (this is an early FEA model that uses a pressure 
boundary condition rather than a finite element transducer representation).  In such devices the following non-ideal phenomena are 50 
typically seen: (a) width-wise variation in node position – the height of the node in the fluid channel often shows a corrugated pattern (as 
shown in Fig. 4), (b) width-wise variation in focusing force (particularly a reduction in force near edges), (c) width-wise forces that 
caused particles to form into bands, and (d) trapping forces capable of holding particles and agglomerates against a flow.  In longer 
devices with particle flow over an acoustic field region, these effects may be less pronounced due to an averaging of the differing 
acoustic environments.  However the averaging effect is not perfect, particularly for lower flow rates.  Frequency sweeping can also 55 
reduce these effects by effectively averaging in time the force-fields of similar acoustic modes32. 
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Resonator configurations 
Any combination of layer thicknesses will show acoustic resonances at certain frequencies; some configurations will be much more 
strongly resonant than others, and it is these that are discussed here, as the increased energy density resulting from the resonance makes 
the devices more useful in practice.  It should also be noted that devices can be run at frequencies other than their resonant frequency – 
this is rarely useful in lightly damped devices as the energy density decreases rapidly away from resonance.  5 
 Layered resonators can be classified into a number of categories based upon the number of wavelengths and position of nodes within 
the various layers.  The distinctions described here are popularly used in the literature, and are useful as each class displays distinct 
characteristics.  In devices made with low loss materials the distinctions are clear; however in devices made from more lossy polymeric 
materials the distinctions are less clear, and since layer thicknesses can vary continuously there are designs that do not fit easily into the 
classification.  Although these devices are usually less energy dense, they have the advantage that the node position is more flexible (i.e. 10 
shifts in drive frequency can move the nodal position) and less determined by the geometry of the fluid layer 33.  Hawkes34 explores a 
range of configurations, some of which are described below, based upon layer thicknesses that are multiples of λ/4. Fig. 5 shows typical 
pressure distributions in the various classes of device. 
 
 15 
Half wave devices 
Half wave devices can be defined as resonators in which the fluid channel is close to a half wavelength in thickness.  For systems with a 
reflector that has higher acoustic impedance than the fluid, this leads to a resonance across the thickness of the channel, with a pressure 
minimum close to the channel centre.  This mode is thus useful for focusing particles into a plane away from the chamber walls. 
 Generating half wavelength modes at high ultrasonic frequencies, implies sub millimetre chamber depths and such chambers were 20 
investigated by Hawkes et al.35 for particle filtration16 and cell washing36. 
 The transfer impedance model mentioned above17 can be used to explore the parameter space for the optimum selection of layer 
thicknesses for a planar half-wave design.  The following optimisation is based on a design with a PZT4D transducer (speed of sound, 
c=4530 m s-1, density, ρ=7700 kg m-3, piezo-constant h33=2.37e9 V m
-1, relative permittivity εr = 700), and carrier and reflector layers of 
glass (ρ=2240 kg m-3, c=6000 m s-1), and water as the fluid (ρ=1000 kg m-3, c=1480 m s-1).  The damping was approximated by a Q-25 
factor (the ratio of the stored to dissipated energy) of 100 in all layers (this also accounts for other losses in the structure).  The energy 
densities quoted below are for a drive voltage of 10 Vpp.  While the results are specific to these materials, the optimisation shows some 
useful design principles that could be extended to other material systems. 
 The PZT thickness was fixed at 1 mm (see discussion of scaling, below). For each combination of parameters, the frequency with the 
maximum radiation force was found, as shown in Fig. 6.  In order to visualise the optimisation of the three variables Fig. 6 is plotted first 30 
for the case when there is no carrier layer, then for a λ/4 reflector layer.  It can be seen that the optimum combination is for a fluid layer 
of 360 µm, reflector layer 800 µm thick, and zero carrier layer.  At the resonant frequency of this combination, 1.90 MHz, these can be 
expressed as fractions of the acoustic wavelength in their corresponding layers: transducer  0.84 * λxdr/2; fluid layer 0.93 * λf/2; reflector 
thickness 1.0 * λr/4. 
 In a previous paper 37 the variations of carrier thickness were explored for a fixed fluid layer of λ/2 thickness, leading to the conclusion 35 
that a non-zero carrier layer thickness was optimum.  This fixed fluid layer case is supported here, but we see that a stronger radiation 
force is found for a thinner fluid layer and zero carrier layer thickness.  The optimum carrier layer thickness is also different to that 
suggested by Gröschl 22, which was for an analysis where the operating frequency was constrained to be identical to the resonance 
frequency of the free transducer. 
 The optimum found here (the highest force for a given transducer drive voltage) is not very sensitive to variations: reflector thickness 40 
can vary by ±60% to cause a drop of only 10% in radiation force; similarly, fluid layer thickness can vary by ±10% for the same drop.  
When the reflector thickness is close to λ/2 the radiation force becomes much weaker (we can also question whether the resulting field 
pattern can really be called a half-wave design), but recovers effective operation even quite close to this. 
 If we explore this optimum point in more detail, we find that for these layer thicknesses there are two possible resonances, shown by 
the twin energy density peaks in Fig. 7a.  The corresponding pressure distributions through the layers for each of these resonances are 45 
also plotted; the higher frequency of the pair has a pressure node in the PZT which (since the radiation force is proportional to the 
gradient of the potential energy density and hence gradient of pressure amplitude squared, see Equation 1) will lead to a force towards the 
carrier layer near the bottom of the fluid layer; in contrast the lower frequency resonance tends to push particles away from the carrier 
layer.   It is found that the lower frequency case is always more energetic in the region plotted in Fig. 6a,b.  In addition to being stronger, 
this lower frequency resonance is also more likely to be practically useful as it tends to drive (dense) particles away from the 50 
transducer/matching layer side of the fluid channel. 
 The effect of reflector thickness on the radiation force near the fluid/reflector boundary is shown in Fig. 6c. Interestingly, we find that 
we can take advantage of the insensitivity to reflector thickness to choose whether there is a force into the reflector, or away from it 
(positive force is into reflector).  In many applications we want to ensure there is a force away from the reflector and will choose a 
reflector thickness between a quarter and a half wavelength (e.g. 3λ/8). 55 
 The above results are all for a PZT thickness of 1mm.  However planar resonator designs can be scaled linearly – i.e. if the PZT 
thickness is doubled, the corresponding optimum thicknesses for the other layers are also doubled (and the operating frequency halved). 
 We can summarise the above findings in the following half-wave design rules:   
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1) Make the carrier layer as thin as possible, or better, omit it entirely. 
2) Optimum transducer thickness close to ~0.84 * λ/2 (corresponding to a transducer running close to its own resonant frequency) 
3) Optimum fluid thickness ~0.93 * λ/2 (less if more damping, see below) 
4) Optimum reflector thickness ~λ/4  (very insensitive) 
5) For force away from reflector choose reflector thickness greater than λ/4  5 
6) For force away from carrier layer choose lower frequency resonance (of the two possibilities available for any given combination of 
layer thicknesses) 
 The above analysis is for an optimum radiation force for a given transducer drive voltage. In some applications where self-heating is 
the limiting factor, rather than drive voltage we may wish to optimise for the performance number as defined by Gröschl15.  This non-
dimensional metric is defined as the ratio of energy density in the fluid layer to unit electrical energy per cycle entering the system.   We 10 
plot in Fig. 6d the performance number over a range of layer thicknesses, and see that the optimum region in this case is much less 
sensitive to fluid thickness. 
 The exact positions of the optimum dimensions will depend on material properties, however the trends above should be valid for 
materials with a high acoustic impedance.   Q-factors in the range 50 to 500 were also explored, and similar trends found – the position of 
the optimum radiation force or performance number was essentially unchanged. For a given frequency the force on a particle in the 15 
channel is proportional to the acoustic energy density (see Eq. 1).  For these material parameters, the configuration with maximum 
energy density was found to always coincide with that of maximum radiation force.  We should note that one may also wish to optimise 
for average force, or force at a particular boundary which may not coincide with this optimum set of layer thicknesses. 
 While the half-wave resonator has a fluid layer thickness of ~λ/2, similar configurations with thickness n λ/2 behave in a similar 
manner, but with multiple trapping planes (see applications section, below). 20 
 Further considerations for the design of resonators are described in detail by Gröschl 22, including the effects of lack of planarity, and 
acoustic absorption. 
Quarter-wave resonators 
Quarter-wave devices are characterised by a resonant reflector layer that effectively imposes a boundary release pressure condition at the 
top of the fluid layer.  They are designed to bring particles towards the reflector / fluid interface38. 25 
 In contrast to half-wave designs, quarter-wave devices are very sensitive to their reflector thickness; this is largely due to the necessity 
of tuning two resonances: the resonance across the transducer, carrier and fluid layers, and also the resonance in the reflector layer.  
Townsend et al 39 show that for a typical design a change in the reflector thickness of 5% is sufficient to cause a drop in radiation force of 
50%.  In addition, lateral effects (from non-ideal resonances that have a lateral variation), can cause the node location to vary between a 
position in the reflector and a position within the fluid channel making it difficult to push particles uniformly onto the reflector surface. It 30 
is additionally found that an antinode can exist with the channel causing particles to move towards the carrier layer rather than the 
reflector depending on the initial position of the particle.  The quarter-wave design is so sensitive to layer thicknesses that general design 
rules of the type describe above for a half-wave device are hard to form, and a 1D computer-based layer model is required for effective 
design. 
 It is also possible to have an inverted quarter-wave resonant mode in which the transducer and carrier layers are in resonance, coupled 35 
to a resonance across the fluid and reflector layers such that there is a node close to the carrier/fluid (boundary), pushing particles 
towards this interface. 
Thin-reflector resonators 
An alternative to the quarter-wave mode described above, is provided by the “thin reflector mode”40. This is also designed to bring 
particles towards the reflector/fluid interface.  In this mode, the first order resonance of the whole layered structure is utilised.  The 40 
reflector, fluid and carrier layers are all thin compared to the wavelength (e.g. 0.1λ) such that particles in the fluid channel are attracted 
towards the pressure node at the reflector/air interface. In contrast to the quarter-wave mode, this mode is relatively insensitive to layer 
thickness variations, and when suitably designed there are positive forces towards the reflector/fluid interface from all positions within 
the fluid channel.  Since relatively little of the acoustic energy is stored within the carrier or reflector layers, this mode is particularly 
suitable for implementation in polymers to provide disposable devices.  45 
Fig. 8 shows layer thickness optimisation for a thin reflector device using the same material properties as described above for a half-
wave device and a 1mm thick transducer. Again, it is found (graphs not shown) that having no carrier layer is the most efficient 
configuration for achieving both maximum average radiation force, and maximum performance number.  The average radiation force 
(spatially averaged over the fluid layer) shows a broad maximum over a range of fluid layers having over 90% of its maximum value 
over the range tf= 0…70µm (corresponding to zero to 0.08 * λf ). 50 
Position control in resonators 
The resonant designs described above are limited in the flexibility with which the equilibrium particle position can be manipulated.  The 
nodal position is designed by appropriate choice of layer thicknesses, and once created there is little scope for moving this position by, 
for example, changing frequencies as radiation force is lost away from the resonant frequency.   The node position is essentially fixed by 
the device geometry.  A number of strategies have been demonstrated to overcome this limitation, and are described below. Some of 55 
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these are more applicable to manipulation in 2D and 3D devices and will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming review paper in 
this series. 
 Kozuka et al.41 demonstrated an array of multi-wavelength focussed transducers acting in air, and showed that particles tended to 
become positioned above active elements. Demore et al42 integrated this into a microfluidic environment, and showed that this effect is 
due to secondary, kinetic energy gradient driven forces. 5 
 If high radiation force acoustic fields are not required, then wider bandwidth polymer device layers33 increases the bandwidth of the 
device.  This allows the resonator to be run over a range of frequencies and the axial nodal positions can then be adjusted simply by 
changing the driving frequency. 
 In multi-wavelength devices, sweeping the frequency in a saw tooth pattern enables particles to be moved continuously over a distance 
of many wavelengths. 9, 32, 41, 43 10 
 An alternative approach has been demonstrated by Glynne-Jones et al.44.  This allows continuous particle positioning in a device that 
supports both a half-wave and a quarter-wave mode.  It was shown that by rapidly switching between the two modes at a sufficiently 
high frequency (e.g. 100 Hz), provides an average force on a particle so as to form a new equilibrium position between the half- and 
quarter-wave nodal positions.  Since this is a stable equilibrium, no feedback control is required to achieve this positioning, and the 
location of the average node is determined by the duty cycle of the switching waveform.  This driving voltage can be written 15 
    1 2( ) sin( )   sin( ) 1V t A wt S t A w t S t  
  (2a) 
where A represents a voltage amplitude, and S(t) is a unit amplitude switching function with variable mark to space ratio.  It would also 
be possible to achieve this control by applying a waveform that is a sum of the two modal frequencies, and using amplitude weighting to 
effect control of the nodal position. 
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  (2b) 
20 
   The use of multiple frequencies within a single device has also been used in other circumstances28. To a first order approximation, the 
effect on the acoustic radiation force of combining two acoustic fields at different frequencies is linear – the resulting time averaged 
forces are the sum of those that would have acted if either frequency were present by itself.  This is true both for when the frequency 
components are applied through a single transducer driven by a combined signal, or when two transducers are used (with the advantage 
that each can be tuned to be resonant at its drive frequency).  This can be shown by considering the expression for the time average 25 
second order pressure as used in derivations of radiation force by, for example, Yosioka and Kawasima45 or Gor’kov 1.  This is given by 
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where ρ0 is the quiescent fluid density, and ca is the speed of sound in the medium, p1 and v1 are the first order acoustic pressure and 
velocity, and the angled brackets denote time average.  If p1 and v1 are each a sum of two sinusoids of different frequencies then the time 
average of p1
2 or v1
2 is given by the sum of the time average of the independent components.  A similar argument holds for the 30 
momentum flux terms that enter the radiation force derivations.  It should be noted that this only applies when the time average is taken 
over many cycles - if the two frequencies are very close a zero-average beat frequency will be seen as described by Oberti et al. 46, who 
also consider the case when two signals of the same frequency are superimposed. 
 Switching of frequencies has also been applied to the fractionation of particle suspensions.  This was demonstrated by Mandralis et 
al.47 in combination with a synchronised field-flow fractionation system, whereby particles were cycled away and towards a surface, with 35 
larger particles moving further and experiencing regions of higher flow. 
 Another fractionation method achieved by frequency switching and relying on response time of the particle has been proposed b y 
Harris et al.48 which used a half-wavelength mode to position particles to a known location in the flow field, then by switching between 
the second and third modes particles are fractionated across the depth of the channel.  Using continuous flow, different fractions can be 
extracted using flow splitters.  Similar approaches have been demonstrated experimentally in lateral devices49, 50 40 
Applications 
An exhaustive description of the potential applications of planar ultrasonic resonators is beyond the scope of this article, but this section 
discusses a number of illustrative applications. 
Filtration, washing and separation 
Amongst the earliest applications for planar resonator ultrasonic particle manipulators was filtration.  Some of these were on a relatively 45 
large, multiple wavelength scale51. The commercial Sonosep™ system, was described by Pui et al.52 as a component for bioreactor 
systems and production of therapeutic proteins.  In their system, a planar resonator was used to aggregate hybridoma cells which then fall 
more rapidly under gravity, enhancing sedimentation and clarification stages.  
 However, working on a much smaller system, Hawkes et al.16 developed a filtration technique based on a half wave resonator of 
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250 μm depth.  They demonstrated the filter’s ability to generate a particle depleted sample using yeast and latex particles of between 1.5 
and 25 μm diameter.  A similar approach was taken by Harris et al.53, but in this case the channel was etched into Pyrex which was 
anodically bonded to a silicon substrate into which inlet and outlet channels had been anisotropically etched. Such microfabricated 
devices are expensive and complex to produce in small batches so there has been a recent tendency to use lower-cost disposable elements 
such as capillaries 54 which may then be integrated into a microfluidic system. Using disposable elements removes the need for expensive 5 
sterilisation processes between samples and prevents cross-contamination: essential to applications such as medical diagnosis and 
forensics.  The flexibility of disposable or modular systems is also advantageous during the development of devices; microfluidic 
channels can be contained by large, inexpensive components making handling and modification more straightforward for the 
experimentalist. 
 As the physical properties of different populations of cells or particles vary, it is conceivable that they may be fractionated based on 10 
their acoustic properties or size, and therefore magnitude of the radiation force.  An early illustration of this was reported by Johnson & 
Feke55 by introducing a particle stream alongside a ‘carrier fluid’ stream to ensure the particles were constrained near the channel wall, 
so that on passing through a half-wavelength acoustic field particles then fractionated across channel width. The same group also 
demonstrated that it is possible to enhance separation of certain particle combinations by adjusting the properties of the carrying fluid56.  
The use of a ‘carrier fluid’ or sheath flow within a planar resonator provides the potential to wash cells and particles, by moving them 15 
from the initial suspending fluid into the carrier fluid36.  A limit on this, however, is the radiation force on the fluid/fluid boundary itself, 
as this can result in a mixing of the two fluid phases57. 
Sensing and detection 
The use of ultrasound to form a concentrated stream of particles can improve the sensitivity of a sensor.  This is possible, either by 
collecting the concentrated stream and removing excess fluid or by moving the plane of particles directly onto a sensor surface.  The 20 
former approach, essentially a version of some of the filtration approaches described above, has been developed for biohazard detection 
by Townsend et al.39  who use a quarter-wavelength system to concentrate 1 micron sized spores close to the reflector surface with this 
concentrated region then extracted through one of two outlets, and separated from the remain clarified region. Quarter-wavelength 
systems, although typically less efficient than half-wavelength system, do allow the fluidic system to be simplified; as particles move to 
the surface the flow only needs to be split into two streams to separate the concentrate from the clarified flow, as opposed to a half-25 
wavelength where three are required to remove the clarified flow from both sides of the concentrate.  The fluidic design is a continual 
challenge for planar flow-through systems; whilst the flow regime in such devices is highly laminar (and therefore predictable, and 
typically uniform) the acoustic field is less so and likewise the particle trajectories. 
 Hawkes et al.58 developed a device to push bacterial spores directly onto antibody coated surface, and demonstrated a significant 
improvement on the sensitivity and 200-fold increase in spore capture.  In these sensing applications it is important for the interface to be 30 
less than a quarter wavelength from a pressure antinode in order to produce a net force towards the surface.  The sensitivity, in particular, 
of the node location to the reflector thickness was demonstrated by Martin et al.38.  This concept has also been combined with sensor 
elements, for example by Glynne-Jones et al.30 who designed a system incorporating an optical waveguide using a planar resonance to 
drive beads to the functionalised waveguide surface. On switching the excitation frequency, unbound beads can be driven away leaving 
only the immobilised beads on the sensor surface, and therefore a means to improve the sensitivity of bead-based-bioassays.  35 
 Similar concepts have been explored to facilitate the measurement or monitoring of chemical reactions.  For example, Radel et al.59 
demonstrated the effective use of different excitation frequencies to control the movement of particles onto and away from an infrared 
spectroscopy probe for online periodic monitoring of chemical reactions, with potential application to bio-reactors.  This multiple-
wavelength system, operating in the low MHz range, uses periodic frequency switching to control whether a positive or negative force is 
seen at the probe surface, enabling particulates to be periodically screened by the probe, then returned to suspension and probe surface 40 
cleaned.  
 Chemical reactions can influence the acoustic properties of particulates, which can be an advantage for the purposes of sensing.  This 
has been demonstrated by Kanazaki et al.60 monitoring ion-exchange processes.  Replacement of counterions causes the water content of 
ion exchange resins to change, leading to a change in their acoustic properties and the resultant radiation force acting on a resin bead. 
Kanazaki et al. use a planar resonator to levitate a resin bead and the bead’s location is determined by the balance between acoustic 45 
radiation forces and gravity. Following ion-exchange the bead is seen to relocate to a new equilibrium position with the displacement 
indicative of the fluid’s ion content. 
 The relatively large scale of action of ultrasonic manipulation in comparison with other manipulation technologies means that there is 
an increasing interest in combining ultrasonic approaches with techniques such as dielectrophoresis61, 62 or optical trapping63 within 
integrated microfluidic systems.  50 
Cell-interaction studies and sonoporation 
Planar resonators are particularly suited to forming 2-d monolayers (and discoid aggregates) of cells, with much potential for future cell-
interaction studies. Ultrasonic radiation forces provide a method that can produce useful forces on cells without adversely effecting 
viability64-67, an aspect more thoroughly explored later in this series of tutorials. Additionally, due to the expansion of microsystem 
technology and its synergy with ultrasonic resonators, the suitability of ultrasound devices for biological fluid processing and bio-sensing 55 
has attracted increasing interest. 
 Both Bazou et al.68 and Edwards et al.69 illustrate the formation of 2-d aggregates of hepatocyte cells in circular planar resonators.  A 
 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year] Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00  |  7 
uniform axial field causes the cells to move into a controlled plane free from the solid substrate, and such that significantly weaker lateral 
forces agglomerate the cells to form a closely packed monolayer of cells enabling cell-cell interaction and adhesion processes to be 
studied.  This has also been demonstrated with neural cells70. 
 Where the lateral forces are strong enough, it is possible to introduce flow of a suitable medium as shown by Hultström et al.67. They 
studied the effects of ultrasound exposure on adherent cell proliferation rate in a system that demonstrated the trapping of adherent cells 5 
in a 2-d agglomeration against fluid flow and isolated from the influence of any surfaces.  Previously, Morgan et al.71 used a planar 
system combined with weaker lateral forces to increase mass transfer of toxicant to hepatocyte cells to expedite toxicological tests.  In 
this work the lateral force also improves formation of spheroidal clusters where cells move out of plane creating 3-d constructs, 
conducive to mimicking in-vivo hepatocyte cell function. Similarly, the introduction of fluid flow also serves to mimic the action of 
blood where Bazou et al.72 used this to investigate the development of cancer cells clusters, again for toxicological assessment. An 10 
extension of this concept is to immobilise these cell constructs in a gel matrix as shown by Gherardini et al.8 using yeast cells, but more 
recently by Bazou et al.73, 74 using discoids of an hepatocyte cell line immobilised in alginate for rapid creation of in-vitro tissue models. 
 There has been much research on the use of ultrasound to transfect cells (sonoporation) to permit bio-molecules to cross the cell 
membrane for example to effect toxicological analysis or gene therapy.  Some of these studies use a standing wave field, specifically 
with planar resonators.  Although the mechanisms are unclear, there is evidence to suggest that these systems have the potential to 15 
produce high transfection rates and improve viability over that reported using inertial cavitation75-77. Whilst the potential for poration in 
planar resonators is promising78 there still remains little evidence of the cell physiology, cell dynamics, acoustic environment and 
poration mechanism in such systems. 
Conclusions 
Particle and cell manipulation using ultrasonic standing waves is well matched to lab-on-a-chip technology and of the various techniques 20 
available to the researcher for generating an appropriate field, the planar layered resonator remains the most straightforward.  Its 
simplicity lends itself to modeling and optimization using highly efficient one dimensional models, but the results of these need to be 
considered along with two and three dimensional representations, due to the importance of lateral field variations in many devices. 
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Figures  
 
 
Fig. 1 Layered components of a planar resonator 
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Fig. 2 Mason model configuration (after Sherrit et al. 24).  The top-left and -right ports represent the acoustic connections to subsequent 
layers (acoustic pressure represented as a voltage), and the bottom port the electrical connections to the transducer. 5 
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Fig. 3 FEA model compared to transfer impedance model of a layered resonator for a typical quarter wave configuration.  The graph 
shows how the energy density in the fluid layer varies with excitation frequency. 
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Fig. 4 (a) Modelled acoustic pressure amplitude distribution within a particle separator shows non-ideal behaviour (arbitrary scale: black 
– maximum; white,zero) (Townsend et al.27).  This is a modal analysis with the carrier layer replaced by a rigid boundary condition.  The 
white pressure node can be seen to be corrugated in shape; the acoustic radiation forces (proportional to the spatial gradient of the 
pressure amplitude squared) can be seen to be variable across the device width and weaker near the right hand edge. (b) Cross sectional 5 
image taken from the quarter-wave device described by Glynne-Jones et al. 44 showing the effect of a similar field on a population of 
10µm polystyrene beads as they flow through the device; Corrugation and a weaker field near the edge can be seen. 
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Fig. 5 Typical pressure amplitude distributions in (a) half-wave, (b) inverted quarter-wave, (c) quarter-wave, (d) thin-reflector resonators. 
The differing positions of the pressure nodes yield various behaviours. 
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Fig. 6 Parameter space optimisation for a half-wave resonator.  Maximum forces on a 10µm polystyrene bead for (a) combinations of 
fluid and carrier layer thickness with a λ/4 reflector thickness, (b) combinations of fluid and reflector layer thicknesses, (c) Force on a 
10 µm polystyrene bead at reflector/fluid boundary, (d) Performance number for  combinations of fluid and reflector layer thicknesses. 
(b)-(d) are for zero carrier-layer thickness; the transducer thickness is 1 mm. 5 
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Fig. 7 Examining the resonances found in the configuration with the optimum combination of layer thicknesses. (a) Two energetic 
frequencies can be seen corresponding to half-wave resonances with differing force distributions across the fluid layer. (b),(c) The 
pressure amplitude distributions at these two frequencies. Dotted lines indicate the boundaries between the transducer, fluid and reflector 
layers (transducer on the left). 5 
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Fig. 8 Parameter space optimisation for a thin-reflector resonator. (a) Average radiation force in the fluid layer on a 10 µm polystyrene 
bead. (b) Performance number.  In both cases the transducer thickness is 1mm, and there is no carrier layer. 
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